Abstract-Anonymous systems on the Internet aim to protect users from revealing to an external unauthorized entity their identities and their network activities. Despite using layered encryption, these systems are still vulnerable to timing analysis, wherein an eavesdropper can use traffic correlation mechanisms to identify the source of packets arriving at a destination. Mixes are intelligent routers or proxy servers that aim to provide packet source anonymity from timing analysis by delaying and shuffling the order of received packets prior to transmission. Such shuffling strategies naturally increase latency and result in a tradeoff between anonymity and latency. This paper investigates this tradeoff in a network of mixes, by deriving the optimal routing for sources which maximizes weighted sum of anonymity and delay. The achievable anonymity is characterized analytically for a general multipath model, and it is shown that under light traffic conditions, there exists a unique single route strategy, which achieves the optimal delay anonymity tradeoff. A low complexity algorithm is presented that derives the optimal routes to achieve a desired tradeoff. The light traffic results are specialized for a graphical model of existing practical anonymous systems, and optimal scaling behavior with the size of such networks is characterized. In the heavy traffic regime, it is shown that optimal anonymity is achieved for any allocation of rates across the different routes. Simulations on example networks are presented where it is shown that the optimal routes derived under light traffic performs quite well in general traffic regime.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NFORMATION security in networks extends beyond the protection of communicated data; hiding the identities of communicating parties is equally critical. Knowledge of source-destination pairs or routes of information flow which can be obtained through traffic analysis in a network not only compromises user privacy, but also provides crucial information for an adversary to jam a particular flow, deploy black holes or launch other sophisticated attacks. One of the earliest uses of traffic analysis occurred in World War II [1] . These traffic analysts for the US army, much before they broke the enemy cipher code, were able to use transmission timing to identify enemy chain of command and predict troop movements [2] . Since the advent of the Internet, such retrieval of "networking information" through traffic analysis, and more specifically transmission timing analysis, has been a critical concern in the design and analysis of network protocols [3] , [4] .
In this work, we investigate the protection of the source identities of packets that flow through a network towards their intended destination, or in other words, enable anonymous communication over data networks. The methodology to hide source identities from timing analysis was first investigated by Chaum [5] , where he proposed the concept of mixes; mixes are special proxy servers or routers that use layered encryption, random bit padding and packet shuffling (or batching) to provide user anonymity. The encryption and bit-padding ensure that an eavesdropper monitoring the transmission links cannot use the contents or sizes of packets to match an incoming packet to the mix with the corresponding outgoing packet from the mix. The packet shuffling reduces the correlation between the timing of incoming and outgoing packets. In practice, a network of such mixes are deployed and the packets from sources are routed through an arbitrary sequence of mixes prior to arriving at the destination. In popular anonymous systems, many of them deployed on the Internet, however, shuffling strategies are rarely used and the analysis of transmission times can still reveal to an adversary the identities of communicating parties and paths of data flow. In fact, a careful read of the disclaimers in the largest publicly deployed anonymity network, Tor, reveals an open admission of vulnerability to timing analysis (see [6] ). The primary reason for this vulnerability is that these systems impose tight latency constraints on the transmitted packets to satisfy Quality of Service (QoS) requirements and consequently measures to limit timing based inference such as mixing are not implemented. In general, modifications to timing through packet shuffling increase the latency of transmitted packets, and consequently, when packets are subjected to strict latency constraints, the abilities of mixes to shuffle are restrained, thereby reducing the achievable anonymity of outgoing packets. Fundamentally, there is a tradeoff between the achievable anonymity and the allowed delay in a mix network. In recent years, there has been significant progress towards the design of optimal mixing strategies (packet shuffling and batching) under such strict delay constraints [7] . These results primarily study the optimal design of packet shuffling for a single mix node. This work expands on that investigation to study the optimal anonymity latency tradeoff achievable using a network of mixes with particular emphasis on the optimal routing through the network that maximizes a desired tradeoff.
Practical anonymous systems such as Tor follow routing protocols, where intermediate nodes are chosen according to conventional QoS considerations. In this work, our objective is to understand the optimal routing mechanism that enables the tradeoff between anonymity and delay. We consider a general multipath routing model on the motivation that shuffling packets across paths can increase the anonymity in the network just as shuffling packets from multiple source streams increase anonymity at a single mix.
The theme of our work can be understood by the routing problem in a simple network shown in Figure 1 where two sources S 1 , S 2 transmit packets to the common destination D 1 through a network of three mixes M 1 , M 2 , M 3 . The mixes have delay constraints d 1 , d 2 , d 3 respectively; in other words, mix M i can delay a packet for no greater than d i seconds. Without loss of generality, we assume d 2 > d 1 . Larger the delay constraint, higher the uncertainty created by the shuffling strategy of an individual mix. Sources have fixed arrival rates, Λ 11 , Λ 21 respectively, and choose to route a fraction of their packets through mix M 1 and the remainder through mix M 2 . If both sources transmitted their entire traffic through M 1 their strategy would be delay optimal, but the anonymity achieved would be low since M 1 has limited delay to shuffle packets. If, instead they transmitted their packets all through M 2 , the anonymity achieved would be higher but it would incur higher delay. Consequently, the right balance between anonymity and delay would depend on the proportions of each source's traffic on the two routes, and the strategies and delays of the individual mixes. The following questions that naturally arise in this setup form the basis of this work. 1)Given the topology and delay constraints, does multipath routing increase the anonymity? 2) If it increases anonymity, then, what is the optimal allocation of transmission rates on the different routes for each source destination pair that achieves a desired tradeoff? 3) How does this optimal tradeoff vary with the topology, traffic characteristics and delay parameters of the system?
A. Contribution
Our approach relies on an information theoretic measure of anonymity, quantified using Shannon entropy of sources of packets arriving at destinations as observed by an omniscient eavesdropper. The optimal anonymity delay relationship in general traffic region is as yet an open problem, and any such optimization of rate allocation parameters would have to be performed using sub optimal strategies and analytically intractable expressions. In this work, we consider two extreme traffic rate regimes where the anonymity has been better investigated analytically: heavy traffic regime λ → ∞ and the light traffic regime λ → 0 to study the properties of optimal rate allocation in the multipath system. It is known that, when Shannon entropy is used to quantify the anonymity, in the heavy traffic regime, the anonymity of the individual mix approaches the prior entropy of arrival rates as λ → ∞, and in the light traffic regime, the anonymity-delay tradeoff is linear and can be expressed using the light traffic derivative [8] .
Using this entropy based metric, we demonstrate: 1) In the heavy traffic regime, the impact of rate allocation on the anonymity of the multipath system is negligible, or in other words, optimal routing in the heavy traffic regime can be designed based solely on traditional QoS considerations such as latency, throughput and congestion (which expectedly become critical in high rate regimes). 2) In the light traffic regime, we investigate the anonymity and delay as functions of rate allocation, topology of the network, and delay constraint of mixes. First, we show that to achieve the optimal tradeoff between anonymity and delay, single route solutions are optimal for each source. Based on this investigation, we propose a low complexity algorithm to determine the optimal route for each source. 3) Although the optimal rate allocation for medium (non extreme) traffic rates is theoretically an open problem, in our numerical results, we demonstrate that the light traffic optimal scheme outperforms other heuristic rate allocation schemes. 4) We also apply our results to a graphical model of anonymous systems and demonstrate that the derived solution displays optimal scaling behavior as the network size increases.
B. Related Work
Although several mixing strategies [9] - [11] have been proposed since the original design by Chaum, even state-of-the art mix networks are ineffective against timing attacks and indeed, it was shown in [12] that timing analysis can reveal which nodes relay anonymous streams. Optimizing mixing strategies under delay constraints requires rigorously defining a quantitative measure of anonymity. Our framework is based on that proposed in [7] and [8] , where an entropy based measure was defined to quantify the source anonymity of any latency-constrained mixing strategy. Using the defined metric, fundamental trade-offs between delay and anonymity were characterized information-theoretically in [7] and [8] . The study of source anonymity in this work treats each packet as an independent entity, similar to the approaches in [8] , [13] , and [14] . This applies to systems with short bursts of transmission such as email, browsing, texting etc. For heavy traffic applications such as peer-to-peer file sharing, multimedia transmission, the entire stream of packets needs to be considered together and individual packet shuffling techniques are insufficient. For a deeper investigation into anonymity for long streams of packets in networks, refer to the work in [15] and [16] . A related problem to anonymous com-munication is that of privacy from timing pattern recognition. Signal processing approaches [17] , [18] have demonstrated fundamental tradeoffs between delay and privacy in timing side channels as well.
Optimal single path routing in anonymous networks has been a subject of analytical investigation in [19] - [21] . In these and other subsequent improvements, protocols that leverage randomness in routing to provide anonymity at the cost of higher end-to-end delay were studied. The analysis in [19] - [21] , however, did not consider anonymity-delay characteristics of individual mixes or topological influence on anonymity.
The routing problem has also been investigated in the deployed anonymous system, Tor, under different criteria such as bandwidth constraints, low latency, and autonomous system awareness, albeit without taking into consideration timing analysis attack. Indeed, in [22] , the authors analyzed the security of Tor users from specific kinds of adversaries including Autonomous Systems(AS), compromised Tor Network relays, and Internet Exchange Points (IXP) where these adversaries can de-anonymize the network using traffic correlation. Their investigation demonstrated the practical vulnerability of existing Tor protocols to timing and, in general, traffic analysis. The problem of congestion aware routing has been also studied in [23] , where the authors used latency as an indicator of congestion and proposed a new routing algorithm which reduces congestion and improve load balancing. The work on Tor systems that is closest to ours in spirit is [24] , where the authors introduced a new Tor client named LASTor where they showed that LASTor can reduce latency in comparison with regular Tor clients by using an appropriate shortest path mechanism. Although, they investigated the delay anonymity tradeoff by doing simulations and showed the performance of their proposed LASTor, they did not propose a mathematical framework to investigate the delay anonymity tradeoff in Tor. Application-Aware Anonymity (A3) [25] as a routing framework in Internet was also proposed to enable tradeoff between anonymity and performance by highly customized relay selection.
A general multipath routing framework is considered in this work as a model for analysis primarily to allow for additional uncertainty created through multiple routing paths. Multipath routing is shown to have other benefits in networked systems. It has been demonstrated in the literature that multipath routing achieves less end to end delay [26] , and higher throughput [26] in comparison to single path routing in wireless multi hop networks. In [27] , it has been demonstrated that multipath routing can improve the security with respect to single-link attacks where an intruder compromises data along a single link in a given network. In [28] and [29] , it has been proved that multi path routing is more efficient in nodes' energy consumption in comparison to single path routing. In [30] and [31] , using minimal congestion feedback signals from the overlay routers in Internet, the authors demonstrated that multipath routing can achieve higher throughput in compare to single path routing. In [32] , multipath routing was proposed for Tor user to reduce congestion and improve load balancing in heavy traffic applications by splitting their traffic across multiple semi disjoint paths. Multipath routing in the context of anonymit was also studied in [33] , where the authors demonstrated that under partial adversary model, if multiple packets have to be sent through the network, multipath routing can increase the communicating source-destination anonymity. Intuitively, if a source splits it's packets through different paths, the probability that all it's packets are observed by a partial adversary will be smaller. In this work, we aim to explore multipath routing analytically to enable delay and packet source anonymity tradeoff considering a global passive adversary who observes the whole network.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A mix network is denoted by a 3-tuple N = (G, D, Λ) , where G = (V, E) is a directed network graph, V is the set of vertices representing network nodes and E is the set of edges denoting directed communication links. The set of nodes V is divided into three mutually exclusive sets: a. S: set of sources. b. M: set of mixes. c. D: set of destinations. D is the set of delay constraints for the elements of set M and Λ = {Λ ij , 1 ≤ i ≤ |S|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |D|} is the set of arrival rates for the source-destination pairs. Each element Λ ij denotes the total rate from the source S i to the destination D j . In order to study the system under high and low limiting traffic conditions, we parametrize the set Λ by a scalar λ, such that each Λ ij = λR ij , and R ij is kept constant as λ → 0 or λ → ∞. We describe the participants of the system in more detail below.
Source: Each source S i transmits packets to each destination D j according to an independent Poisson process of rate Λ ij . Given the topology of the network, each source has a fixed and known set of routes to each destination through the mixes and our primary goal is to allocate the transmission rates across these routes to maximize anonymity. The set P(S i , D j ) is the set of all the routes from source S i to the destination D j such that P
is a directed walk on the graph G denoting the k th route between source S i and destination D j . Specifically, we denote P
is the sequence of mixes on this route. We assume that there are no cycles in any route. For example, in Figure 2 , P
, we assume each packet is independently randomly chosen to be transmitted through a specific route in P(S i , D j ). Consequently, the resulting set of point processes from source S i to destination D j will be independent stationary Poisson processes with rates {λ P
We note that the Poisson assumption of arrivals is a limiting one and has been used here due to its analytical tractability. Typical Internet traffic is better modeled using Markov modulated Poisson or Heavy tail distributions. We do expect, albeit without a formal proof, that the broad inferences from this work such as the optimality of single path routing in light traffic and the QoS preferential routing in heavy traffic would hold under other distributions as well.
Mix: Each mix M i observes point processes on each of its incoming links, each process corresponds to the sequence of packets transmitted by the node originating the link. The sources, prior to transmitting packets to the mixes, employ layered encryption with maximum length padding to ensure anonymity from content and packet length observations. Layered encryption is a mechanism where the source having decided the sequence of nodes on the route to the destination encrypts the message multiple times in reverse order of the node sequence starting from the final destination. Each node receiving the packet can only decrypt the outermost layer and determine the subsequent node on the route. In addition to the layered encryption packets are also padded with "junk" bits to ensure all packet lengths are identical regardless of the route length and message contents.
Consequent to the layered encryption with maximum length padding, the packets that depart from the mix are, from the perspective of an eavesdropper, content-wise not identifiable to a particular incoming stream. Further, the layered encryption also ensures that the mix is unaware of the path of each arriving packet except for the immediate preceding and succeeding nodes. To prevent inference through transmission timing, every arriving packet can be delayed using a randomized strategy subject to the mix's maximum delay constraint d i and transmitted on one of the outgoing streams of the mix based on the route which the packet belongs to. The mix can also transmit multiple packets in a batch where the order of packets in this batch is uniformly random. Let the set of all possible mixing strategies for the network of mixes N be denoted by Ψ(N ). In this work, we do not consider the specific design of mixing strategies to maximize anonymity. For a delay constrained mix, refer to [34] for the design of optimal mixing strategies. The focus of this work is on optimal routing and rate allocation by sources to maximize anonymity. For this purpose we consider specific mixing strategies that exhibit optimality properties under light traffic and heavy traffic conditions.
Eavesdropper: We consider an omniscient eavesdropper (Eve) who observes each individual point process in the network. Eve knows the topology of the network, the set of routes available to each source, the rate allocation across these routes and the strategy of each mix. Specifically, the reordering and batching strategy of every mix is known to Eve, except for the actual realization of the randomness used by the mixes, which is responsible for the uncertainty in her inference. Given the observations, Eve's goal is to determine the source of each packet arriving at the destination using her complete knowledge. Such an omniscient model is used to guarantee the provable degree of anonymity; in practice eavesdroppers, unless they own all network resources, will have access to lesser information and the results in this work are provably guaranteed to be achievable in that scenario.
Anonymity Definition
Each route P (i,j) k ∈ P(i, j)(which is the k th route between source S i and destination D j ) contains an ordered sequence of mixes M P
denotes the maximum possible end to end delay experienced by a packet traversing this route.
. Any packet can experience a delay of at most d max seconds in the mix network. Based on this fact, we divide the time horizon into non overlapping cycles. Each cycle begins with a packet arriving after an idle period of at least d max seconds and ends when there has been no departure for at least d max seconds. From the definition of d max , all packets that arrive in a cycle will necessarily arrive at the destination before the cycle ends. This division of time into cycles is an analytical construct used to study the process in stationarity. Due to the strict delay constraints, the arrivals and departures in each cycle are independent across cycles. Furthermore, since the incoming processes are memoryless, we can study the expected anonymity achieved in a cycle instead of the entire time horizon of observation.
The complete observation and knowledge of Eve is denoted by Θ. Let N (Θ) denote the total number of packets in the cycle. We define the random variables X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X N (Θ) such that X k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} denotes the source of the k th packet which departs the mix network in that cycle. Conditioned on Θ, the knowledge of the mixing strategy results in a posterior joint distribution of X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X N (Θ) from the Eve's perspective, over the originating sources of departing packets in the cycle.
Let Γ ψ (Θ) denote the Shannon entropy of this joint posterior distribution of (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X N (Θ) ) when ψ is the set of mixing strategies used by mixes, anonymity is then defined as:
Definition 2.1: The anonymity achieved by a mixing strategy ψ ∈ Ψ(N ) is defined as:
The anonymity of the network, as expected, is a function of the mixing strategies, the source arrival rates, mix delay constraints and the rates allocated to multiple paths by the sources. We use Shannon entropy as our anonymity metric which has been used in many previous literature as it is tractable and has closed form solutions. The entropy measured has a physical connotation from the perspective of Eve: when the measure takes its minimum value (zero), Eve can perfectly determine the sources of packets at a destination. When the measure takes the maximum value (logarithm of number of sources), each packet is equally likely to belong to any one of the different sources, which is equivalent to having no information. In general, a key result in information theory, Fano's Inequality [35] , proves that an observer's probability of error in decoding the sources of packets is lower bounded by the entropy of posterior random variables. We do note that entropy based measures have a weakness wherein they require a Bayesian framework and measure the stochastic average; they are hence better suited for apriori protocol design.
In this work, we study anonymity in two traffic regimes, named light traffic and heavy traffic. In light traffic regime, we use light traffic derivative to investigate the optimal routing parameters for two reasons: the closed form characterization of the derivative which makes it amenable to optimization, and the fact that the light traffic derivative represents the sharpest gain in anonymity per unit traffic and consequently, the solution performs well at medium traffic rates as well. The light traffic derivative is defined as follows:
In heavy traffic regime, using anonymity definition in equation (1), we derive the anonymity achieved in a network of mixes as a linear function of anonymities of individual mixes.
For a single mix, the following result which was proved in [7, Th. 4] characterizes the anonymity in the two extreme rate regimes.
Theorem 2.1: For a single mix (M 1 ) with delay constraint d, serving two unequal rate sources, and a single destination, the light traffic derivative and the anonymity in high traffic are:
where h(p) is entropy of a Bernoulli random variable with parameter p and λ 1 = r 1 λ and λ 2 = r 2 λ are rates of sources S 1 and S 2 , respectively. As can be seen from the theorem, the optimal anonymity increases linearly with delay under light traffic, and approaches the maximum possible (prior entropy) in high traffic conditions. In this work, we apply this single mix result in a network and derive the optimal routing parameters that maximize a weighted sum of network anonymity and average delay, which is described more formally below.
Delay: In our model, the average delay of network N as a linear function of routing parameters and each mix delay constraints is defined as follows:
where
Delay Anonymity Tradeoff: The primary challenge of this work is investigating the tradeoff between anonymity and delay. We model the preference of the network on delay and anonymity by the parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 such that the objective is to maximize the weighted sum of delay and anonymity αA − (1 − α)D. As discussed in the example in Figure 1 , a longer path is likely to increase anonymity at higher delay whereas a shorter path can limit the delay with lower achieved anonymity. In the forthcoming sections, we study the optimal routing parameters that maximize this objective under the two extreme traffic conditions described earlier. A summary of notations in this paper is presented in Table I .
III. OPTIMAL ROUTING IN LIGHT TRAFFIC
In this section, we consider the general network with N sources and M destinations such that the arrival rates for all source destination pairs are equal. The equality assumption is used merely to ease presentation. The results are immediately extendable to unequal rate models. More importantly, the key inferences derived continue to hold for the general model. Our approach is based on a specific mixing strategy proposed in [8] and [36] . The strategy was shown to be optimal in the light traffic regimes for individual mixes and linear cascade networks. According to this strategy (ψ l ), each mix M i waits for an arrival after an idle period of at least d max seconds. All the packets which arrive in d i seconds following this arrival will be transmitted in a single batch at the end of d i seconds. During the (l i − d i ) seconds following this batch transmission (l i is the maximum delay that a packet may experience once it departs mix M i , ie it is the supremum of delays over all the routes starting at mix M i ), all the packets arrived to this mix will be transmitted without any delay. Upon completion of the l i seconds, the mix resets and wait for a new arrival to restart this process. This strategy, as shown in [8] , obtains the optimal light traffic derivative in (2) for a single mix and linear cascade mix networks. In the following we study the derivative achieved by the strategy in a mix network as a function of the topology and multipath routing parameters.
A. Anonymity of a Mix Network in Light Traffic
In this section, we will see that the anonymity is a nonconvex function of the multipath routing parameters λ P
The non convexity of the anonymity function would typically imply that we might need to apply approximation methods to efficiently compute the optimal parameters. However, as will be seen in the proof of Theorem 3.3, the quadratic form we derive for the optimal anonymity results in a unique optimal path for each source destination pair. Prior to going through the anonymity of a general network, we present a simple example to develop the idea of anonymity in light traffic. Consider a network with two sources, two destinations and a single intermediate mix M 1 . We assume a cycle with only two packets, wherein the first packet belongs to the route P . Thus, the uncertainty achieved in this two packet cycle will be equal to:
where h(p) is the Shannon entropy of Bernoulli random variable with parameter p. If the packets do not leave in a batch, then Eve can perfectly identify the source-destination pairs, thus achieving zero uncertainty. Let's consider the following events in a general network defined with respect to the cycle initiated by a packet arriving at time 0 after a duration with no arrivals of length at least d max seconds:
There are exactly two packets in the cycle. i : is an indicator random variable defined for the specific two-packet cycle and it is equal to one if these two packets depart the i th common mix on their routes in the same batch when the mixes use strategy ψ l , otherwise, it is zero. Now, we define the variable , and the packet on route P (i,j) k initiates the cycle. When both packets in a two packet cycle arrive from the same source, the cycle has zero entropy, since the source of each packet is perfectly identifiable whereas if the two packets belong to different sources the achievable entropy is calculated based on posterior probabilities as follows:
A two packet cycle defined by an event E a P
corresponds to a sub-network as shown in Figure 3 
The following Lemma computes the average uncertainty achieved in such two packet cycles.
Lemma 3.1: For fixed routing parameters, Eve's expected uncertainty in the network in Figure 3 , where there are two packets in cycle one from source S i to destination D j through route P
respectively is given by:
where c uv ij is the posterior probability that the packets from sources S i and S u arrive at destinations D j and D v respectively from Eve point of view given all the observations and knowledge of Eve. Note that each b i ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof : Refer to Appendix . Lemma 3.1 computes the achieved uncertainty for specific two packet cycles in the sub-network of Figure 3 as a function of routing parameters and the routes of the two packets. If the final destination of packets are similar (j = v) and these packets depart the last common mix in the same batch (E ψ l α = 1), then, Eve's uncertainty on the source of packets will be h(0.5), because she will be uncertain on the order of packets. Otherwise, if the two packets in a cycle have different destinations (j = v) or they have the same destination, but they do not leave the last common mix in a batch (E ψ l α = 0) leaving any mix in a batch, generates non-zero entropy; this non-zero entropy is given by the h(·) term. This entropy term depends on the posterior probability of a given realization of the source destination pairing (S i , D j ), (S u , D v ) given that the two packets departed in a batch from a particular mix. The actual computation of this probability depends on the exact realization of the routing parameters (a generalization of the expression in (5)). However, as will be seen in the forthcoming analysis, this computation will be unnecessary since the optimal rate allocation results in single paths for the source destination pairs in which case, the posterior probability of a particular pairing is In a general network, by identifying the set of mixes where packets are batched and the corresponding probabilities, the following theorem characterizes the overall anonymity.
Theorem 3.2:
The light traffic derivative of Anonymity of a general mix network N = (G, D, Λ) is derived as follows: .
Proof: For any strategy ψ, the anonymity is defined as follows:
where Θ is the total available information for Eve in the cycle begins from t = 0. For the light traffic derivative, it is easily seen that the cycles where N (Θ) > 2 do not contribute to the light traffic derivative (as λ → 0), only linear terms will have non zero contributions, and cycles with N (Θ) > 2 necessarily contain O(λ 2 ) factors by virtue of the Poisson process. Therefore, Δ 0 (N ) can be written as:
In order to find E{Γ ψ l |N (Θ) = 2}, we need to average Eve's uncertainty on all the possible pairs of routes P (i,j) k and P (u,v) l . We can express E 0 {Γ ψ l |E 2 } as follows:
, E 2 } is computed in Lemma 3.1, and
Using the properties of Poisson processes, we can write
Note that Γ is independent of λ, because inator which cancels each other and the term P {E
2 } is also independent of λ according to Lemma 3.4. . Theorem 3.2 provides the complete analytical characterization of the achievable light traffic anonymity as a function of the topology (N, d max , and Υ are function of topology), routing parameters and the individual delay constraints of the mixes in the network.
In the following Theorem, we show that the optimal routing parameters that maximize the anonymity in Theorem 3.2 correspond to single path optimal solutions. Theorem 3.3: The solutions λ * P (i,j) k that maximize the light traffic derivative of any mix network that uses strategy ψ l must necessarily be of the form:
Proof:There are three basic steps to proving the result of the theorem which are described as follows: 1) We compute an upper bound on the light traffic derivative using bounds on the binary entropy function. Lemma 3.4 demonstrates a property of the quadratic light traffic derivative form that enables the derivation of the upperbound and the resulting optimization. 2) We prove that the rate allocation parameters that optimize the upper bound have the single-path form stated in (8) . This is shown in Lemma 3.5. 3) We then show that the optimal value for the upperbound is indeed an achievable light traffic derivative, thus proving the result of the Theorem.
1) Upper Bound on Light Traffic Derivative:
The form of the light traffic derivative expression involves a quadratic functional of the routing parameters scaled by the probability of a particular event (that the two packets in the cycle depart in a batch at least once) in the corresponding two packet cycle. Before expressing the optimization problem and its solution, it is important to prove that for each pair of routes the event probability P {E
is independent of rate allocation parameters λ P (i.j) k s in light traffic. This is shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4: For any pair of routes P
2 } is independent of rate allocation λ P (i,j) k s and is only a function of the topology G and the delay constraints D, as λ → 0.
Proof: Refer to Appendix. . It is evident from Theorem 3.2 that the anonymity is a nonconvex function of allocated rates. The general optimization problem we wish to study can be stated as follows.
Let q ijk,uvl denote the probability that the two packets in the cycle depart in a batch from at least one common mix in the pair of routes P
In order to solve this problem, we first compute an upper bound on A, which uses the fact that the entropy terms 0 ≤ h( 
2) Optimizing the Upper Bound: Lemma 3.5: The solutions λ * P (i,j) k
to the optimization problem
must necessarily be of the form:
Proof: Due to Lemma 3.4, we know that q ijk,uvl is independent of λ P (i,j) k . In the Hessian matrix of the function Q, we can see that all the elements on the diagonal of the Hessian matrix are zero as ∀i, j and k :
= 0. This fact shows that the sum of the eigenvalues of this matrix should be zero. Consequently, all of them cannot be either positive or negative and this shows that the subspace where the gradient is zero, we will just have saddle points which cannot be the optimal solution and the maximum should exist in the boundary of the domain of rate allocation parameters. If, for any i, j, we choose the λ P
, our resulting domain would correspond to a subspace of functions which can be viewed as a boundary for the function Q.With each subspace, if we set each λ P (i,j) k equal to zero individually again all the elements on the diagonal of the new Hessian matrix will be zero which shows that all the eigenvalues of the new Hessian matrix cannot have the same sign and the subspace where the gradient of new functions are zero cannot be optimal as it acts as a saddle point. We therefore ought to consider the new function's boundaries. Due to the quadratic nature of the anonymity function, this procedure when repeated is going to yield an identical conclusion and consequently, the only possible optimum points are the true vertices of the rate space where for each S i ∈ S and each D j ∈ D only one the λ P , . . . λ * P
) be the optimal solution of problem Ψ and Q * be this optimal value. We know that
As the optimal solution of Ψ yields single routes for a pair of packets one belonging to source destination pair (S i , D j ) and the other belonging to
long as the two packets depart in a batch from at least one of the common mixes. Consequently, using Lemma 3.1 and
q ijk,uvl which is equal to Q * . Therefore, λ opt is also the optimal solution of Φ and Δ * 0 (N ) = Q * , which completes the proof of the theorem. . The proof of the theorem exposes an interesting artifact of the system: it does not matter how many mixes end up batching the packets in a cycle; as long as the packets are batched at least once, then maximum uncertainty can be achieved in light traffic cycles. Consequently, the single path solution is sufficient to maximize the overall anonymity.
B. Delay Anonymity Tradeoff in Light Traffic
As mentioned in Section II, the average end to end delay of network is a linear function of routing parameters λ P (u,v) i expressed as follows:
We model the network preference on anonymity and delay by the parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Given α, the following optimization problem computes a point on the tradeoff curve:
Corollary 5.1: The optimal solution for problem Ω must necessarily be of the form:
Proof:: As the average delay function is a linear function of rate allocation parameters, the above corollary naturally follows from the result of Theorem 3.3.
. The above corollary extends the optimality of single path routing solutions to maximizing the weighted sum of anonymity and delay as well. We do note that this is a consequence of average delay being a linear functional of the parameters. It is conceivable that should another QoS criterion such as congestion be considered which is better influenced by multipath routing, then this optimality may not extend to those problems. In such scenarios, the result of Theorem 3.2 should be used in conjunction with the corresponding QoS metric to determine the optimal routing parameters.
Following Corollary 5.1, we propose a low complexity algorithm to determine the complete delay-anonymity tradeoff for any network of mixes. We know that for any weighting factor 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the optimal routing yields single path route for each source destination pair. Let's consider the set of all anonymity and delay values derived by single path routing strategies 
α i+1 =
1+
Ap −Au Dp −Du 12:
u ← p just one of the λ k P (i,j) is nonzero. Without loss of generality we assume that these pairs are ordered such that their delays are increasing, so D 1 is the minimum achievable end-to-end delay.
First, any pair
Starting from α 0 = 0, the pure delay optimal solution corresponds to the pair (A 1 , D 1 ) represents the optimal routing. This pair is recorded as (A opt−0 , D opt−0 ). Then, algorithm finds the pair which intersect this line for smaller α compared to the other pairs and records this α as α 1 , and this pair as (A opt−1 , D opt−1 ) . Then, at each step, algorithm continues to find the next line segment which intersects the current optimal segment for smaller α till it reaches α ≥ 1. At any step of algorithm, the pair (A opt−i , D opt−i ) is recorded to be the optimal pair for the interval [α i , α i+1 ]. The following theorem demonstrates the optimality of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 3.6: Algorithm 1 derives the optimal routing for any weighting factor α.
Proof:: Let's assume for a weighting factor D t ) should satisfy the following inequalities:
which contradicts with the definition of α i+1 . . It is noted that the optimal routes were derived assuming a specific mixing strategy described in [8] ; the light traffic derivative for the strategy is known to be optimal for individual mixes and for a class of mix networks, referred to as mix cascades [8] . We therefore consider a general class of networks that are modeled after practical anonymous systems, and demonstrate that this lower bound has optimal scaling behavior with the size of the network. In practical anonymous systems, such as Tor [6] the network of intermediate nodes are divided into two groups, entry (or exit) nodes and transit nodes; each source (or destination) communicates with a single entry (or exit) node, and the transit nodes typically form a complete graph. In the following, we use the previous results to derive the optimal scaling behavior for such networks.
IV. SCALING BEHAVIOR OF COMPLETE GRAPHS
In this section, we consider a network modeled by a complete graph with K mix nodes, N source nodes, and M destination nodes. The K mixes nodes form a complete graph and each mix has an identical delay constraint d.
In the following theorem, we apply the results of the previous section to prove that the optimal light traffic derivative for such complete mix networks scale as O(N K). We show that for both upper bound and lower bound the mix network, the light traffic anonymity scales identically to a single mix with a delay constraint d max , which can simulate any strategy of the original mix network.
Theorem 4.1: The optimal light traffic derivative of anonymity of the complete mix network with N sources and M destinations in the light traffic regime is bounded from above and below as follows:
Proof: In order to provide a lower bound, we consider a scenario where each source and each destination has just one connection to separate mixes respectively (shown by blue dotted line in Figure 4 ). Without loss of generality, let's assume each source S i is connected only to mix M i and each destination D j is connected only to the mix M K−M+j . Based on Theorem 3.3, for each source destination pair, it is sufficient to choose exactly one route to transmit packets. In order to maximize the light traffic derivative under this assumption, each source transmits its packets through the longest shared route, ie ource S i transmits the packets to destination
This cascade assumption would then imply that the sequence
which is part of optimal route for all the source destination pairs can be viewed as a single mix with the delay constraint equal to sum of all the mixes in it which is equal to (K − M − N )d. Then, by substituting the parameters in Theorem 3.2, the light traffic derivative is lower bounded as
Note that Υ(i, j, k, u, v, l) is calculated based on Lemma 3.1, where Complete graph mix network. The blue dotted lines shows the worst connectivity between sources and mixes and destinations and mixes which achieves the lowerbound. The solid black lines shows the best possible connectivity which achieves the upperbound.
anonymity of this system is an upper bound to the network of mixes comes from the fact that any strategy used by the network of mixes can be simulated by the enhanced single mix, and since Eve observing only one "super" mix has fewer observations, the anonymity achieved by the super mix is higher than that by the network. For such a system, the light traffic anonymity is easily shown to be d(N − 1)K.
.
V. OPTIMAL ROUTING IN HEAVY TRAFFIC
In this section, we will demonstrate that in the heavy traffic regime, as λ → ∞, maximum anonymity is achievable regardless of the choice of routing parameters. Consequently, the derived rate allocation from the light traffic analysis would be suitable under heavy traffic conditions as well. An important step in the heavy traffic analysis required expressing the achievable anonymity of a general multipledestination network as a linear combination of smaller subnetworks involving single mixes. This result, which is proven in Lemma 5.2, requires the definition of the intermediate anonymity achieved by an individual mix in the network.
Specifically, for a single mix M i in the network N , we define A j Mi to be the intermediate anonymity of packets on the j th outgoing edge of mix M i as follows:
k is the source of the k th packet from Eve's perspective on the j th outgoing edge and N ij is number of packets on the jth outgoing edge. In [36] , we demonstrated that in the heavy traffic regime for a single destination network, the achieved anonymity is independent of the rate allocation thus allowing sources to optimize their multipath route selection based on other desired QoS metrics. In the following Theorem, we show the same fact holds for multiple destination networks as well.
Theorem 5.1: If each mix utilizes an asymptotically optimal mixing strategy, then the maximum anonymity in a multiple destination mix network is achieved for any set of allocated rates as long as each destination node receives packets from a single mix.
Proof: In order to prove this theorem, we first need to find the exact expression of high traffic anonymity in terms of the rate allocation parameters which is given by following lemma:
Lemma 5.2: Anonymity of any arbitrary network in the high traffic rate regime is lower bounded by: Proof: Refer to Appendix. . Lemma 5.2 expresses the anonymity achieved by the network of mixes as a weighted sum of the anonymity of each individual mix and the multipath rate allocation parameters. To prove the result of this theorem, we require that each mix achieves the maximum possible anonymity asymptotically. In other words, we must prove the existence of a mixing strategy ψ for any mix M i in the system, such that if w jk Mix are the set of arrival rates to the mix, then the achieved anonymity is the optimal anonymity which is given by following equation. ), (17) where F is the set of mixes which has at least one edge connected directly to one of the destinations and F i is the set of outgoing edges of mix M i which are connected to destinations. w k Mij is the rate of packets of source S k on the j th outgoing link of mix M i . w j Mi is the total rate of packets on j th outgoing edge of mix M i . Existence of such a strategy has been shown in [8] and is a subject of a deeper investigation in [34] , where the strategy with the best asymptotic convergence rate is presented. In so far as the discussion in this paper is concerned, consider the simple batching strategy of a mix M i , wherein the mix batches all packets that arrive within periodic time intervals of d i seconds. As λ → ∞, the number of packets that arrive within any time period, say N T would also increase towards infinity. According to the law of large numbers, the proportion of packets arriving on each link in this batch of packets would converge to the proportion of arrival rates from those links. By reordering the packets such that every possible ordering within a batch is uniformly random, the anonymity achieved will converge to the prior entropy given in inequality (16) as λ → ∞. Given that each mix achieves the prior entropy as λ → ∞ regardless of the nature of arrival processes, it remains to be seen that the anonymity of the network converges to the maximum possible regardless of rate allocation; this can be shown by simplifying the lowerbound . As the optimal anonymity is achieved for any rate allocation in high traffic regime, the optimal delay anonymity for any weighting factor α has a unique solution which has the minimum average delay (delay optimal solution). In a broader sense, the optimal routing problem can be designed based on other QoS criteria such as latency, throughput and congestion.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present our simulation results on two example mix networks shown in Figures 1 and 5 . We compare the anonymity optimal rate allocation to the other intuitive schemes. We see that the optimal routing derived in the light traffic regime also performs better when compared to other schemes in the regions where the traffic is neither heavy nor light. In Figure 6 , the anonymity achieved by the optimal light traffic based rate allocation for the 2 source network in Figure 1 is plotted as a function of general arrival rate λ, and the performance is compared to two intuitive rate allocation schemes, namely equal allocation and delay optimal allocation. In equal allocation, each source transmits half the traffic through mix M 1 , and the other half through mix M 2 , while in delay optimal allocation, each source transmits its traffic through the shortest path. In the simulation, the rate of S 2 was assumed to be twice that of S 1 . For general traffic the optimal anonymity delay relationship is as yet an open problem, and any such optimization of rate allocation parameters would have to be performed using sub optimal strategies and analytically intractable expressions. An example strategy that is optimal under light traffic conditions and heavy traffic conditions but sub optimal for the general traffic would be that of a strategy that simply pools packets that arrives within the delay constraint and transmits a uniform random shuffle of a batch. The anonymity can be computed as
P r{i packets from S 1 and j packets from S 2 }P r{leaving in a batch} log 2 i + j i
From Theorem 5.1, we know that all of these allocations will achieve the maximum anonymity h( 1 3 ) as λ → ∞. However, for the region where the traffic is neither heavy nor light, the optimal allocation we found using the light traffic derivative performs better than the intuitive schemes. This is not surprising, as the linear portion in the light traffic region provides the maximum gain per unit of rate increase. Consequently, the rise of the anonymity curve is best for the light traffic based optimal allocation. Since all allocations eventually converge to the maximum possible anonymity, the performance is expected to be better for a wide range of rates.
In Figure 7 , we compared the achievable anonymity of delay optimal, anonymity optimal strategy, and equal rate allocation strategy for the network in Figure 1 versus Λ11 Λ21 while λ was fixed. Figure 8 plots the anonymity-delay tradeoff for the network shown in Figure 5 . There are four optimal strategy points here that each of them is optimal strategy for different ranges of α. Note that these points can be easily derived by the algorithm presented in section III-B. This tradeoff is compared to an intuitive linear allocation strategy wherein, for α = 0, we use the optimal delay strategy and for α = 1, we use the anonymity optimal strategy. As we increase α, we decrease the rate allocated to the delay optimal strategy and add it to anonymity optimal strategy until α = 1 and at this point all the rate is allocated to the anonymity optimal strategy.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we considered the problem of optimal routing in an anonymous networked system. Our approach used extreme traffic conditions to derive key inferences about routing to maximize the delay anonymity tradeoff. Delay is a specific QoS criterion that is impacted by mixing strategies for anonymity. One of the main reasons for using delay as a QoS criterion is that, in commercial anonymous systems, strategies such as mixing are not considered primarily due to increased delay. The analysis presented here is a first step to alleviating that concern and providing a mechanism to include shuffling and batching strategies whilst maintaining latency constraints. Other QoS criteria such as Memory utilization, fairness, congestion are also impacted to a certain extent, and we believe that the formal approach we presented here can be expanded to study those relationships as well.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 3.1
In this network, final outgoing edges are different for these two packets. When these two packets depart in a batch from one of the mixes common to the two routes, it creates uncertainty across two possible route pairs that reflect the two possible source destination pairings. However, Eve is assumed to know the posterior probabilities c uv ij and c uj iv can be perfectly computed as well as the corresponding entropy. For example, in the Figure 3 , for the case where E
As both the packets departs only the first two mixes in a batch, Eve will be confused on two possible cases: 1) The packet from source S 1 is transmitted to destination D 1 and packet from source S 2 is transmitted to destination D 2 through one of the following route pairs:
2) packet from source S 1 is transmitted to destination D 2 and packet from source S 2 is transmitted to destination D 1 through one of the following route pairs: For this event based on Eve knowledge and observation, the uncertainty of Eve will be equal to h( ), where
which are computed by applying standard Bayes' rule in probability theory. By summing over every possible mix where the packets can depart in a batch, the result in the lemma is obtained. .
B. Proof of Lemma 3.4
P {E
Without loss of generality assume that the first packet was released at t = 0 and the second one was released at time t = τ . Each of P {E
, E
2 } will be:
where d 1 is the total delay that the packet from route P (i,j) k experiences before mix M i and d 2 is the total delay that the packet from route P (u,v) l experiences before mix M i . This probability is independent of rate allocation.
C. Proof of Lemma 5.2
For the proof of Lemma 5.2, we use the simple network in Figure 9 to demonstrate the approach (for ease of presentation). The extension to the general network is obtained in a straightforward manner. Consider a large window of observation of size T seconds, where T >> d max . .
